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This is a guide for how we communicate as an organization.

It’s a framework that allows us to simply articulate who  

Metro Vancouver is and what we want to achieve.

Consistent application of our brand helps our residents  

understand not just ‘what’ we do, but ‘why’ we do it.

There are four key things  
we do at Metro Vancouver:

We bring people together 

We build regional systems 

We plan for the future 

We protect our environment
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It can be hard for people to understand that the organization managing our liquid waste 

system also provides affordable housing.

But both are vital elements of a livable region.

Awareness of the range of services Metro Vancouver provides helps residents 

understand the key building blocks of a livable, resilient region. It helps residents see the 

link between policies and decisions enacted by their regional government and the things 

that have a direct impact on their lives.

Understanding the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of our services makes it easier  

for Metro Vancouver to meet the goals and objectives of our Board Strategic Plan.  

When residents understand the ‘why’ of a decision they are more likely to support it. 

When they understand the ‘what’ of a construction project they are more likely to accept 

the interruption to their daily routine.

Our brand story is how we communicate who we are, what we do, and why we do it.

The  
Metro  
Vancouver  
Story
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top left: Giant drill, 1936       top right: Annacis Aerial, 1968      
bottom left: Lions Gate STP Extention, 1964        bottom right: Cleveland Dam, 1953

Then & 
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top left: Density      top right: Seymour Capilano Filtration plant      
bottom left: Barnston Pump station       bottom right: Water treatment

Now
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Greater 
Vancouver 

Water District 
created

Lower 
Mainland 

Planning Board 
established

Greater 
Vancouver 

Sewerage and 
Drainage 

Board created

Regional Parks 
established

1926 1949 1956 1966

In 1886, the Vancouver and Coquitlam 
Waterworks were founded.

The mission was clear: to find and deliver 
a good, reliable source of water for a 
growing population.

In 1887, the first sewer was built to carry 
away the region’s drain water.

So began a series of investments: clean 
potable water and safe management of 
liquid wastes.

Then
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Greater 
Vancouver 
Regional 
District 

incorporated

Greater 
Vancouver 
Housing 

Corporation 
created

New name 
Metro 

Vancouver 
adopted by the 

GVRD board

Invest 
Vancouver 

service 
created

1967 1974 2007 2021

Metro Vancouver extends  
from Lions Bay to Langley, with  
21 municipalities, one electoral area  
and one Treaty First Nation. 

Our range of services has expanded to 
match the growth and complexity of 
our region, to ensure we can adapt to 
changing conditions, and to maintain  
the quality of life our residents expect.

We connect our 23 members and work 
as a federation. Together we provide the 
services and solutions that underlie our 
livable region.

Now
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We provide vital services and solutions that are the foundation of 

our region’s economic, ecological, and social health. 

We don’t stop. 

We don’t close. 

Because if we don’t turn up, 
people would notice.

What We Do

Vital Work
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Provide affordable housing

Provide clean, safe drinking water

Reduce, divert and manage solid waste

Manage wastewater

Plan for our region’s future

Improve air quality and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions

Protect nature and connect people with 
regional parks

Act as a regional forum

We protect and strengthen our region’s quality of life.

Together we:
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Brand essence is a brand’s intrinsic 

nature. It’s constant across all aspects of an organization.

Brand 
Framework
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Metro Vancouver’s brand essence  
can be summed up by one word: 

vi'tal/'vidl/  adjective

1. necessary, important, life-changing 

2. full of life, strength and energy

3. working together on regional issues

Vital

Essence: Vital

VisionMission
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Metro Vancouver embraces 
collaboration and innovation in 
providing sustainable regional  
services that contribute to a livable 
and resilient region and a healthy 
natural environment for current and 
future generations.

Our  
Vision
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Our mission, how we deliver on our vision. 

We provide plans  
for the future.

We deliver and  
maintain core services.

And we act as  
a regional forum.

Our  
Mission
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Brand 
Personality

It may seem strange to think of an organization as having a 

personality but every major brand carries a set of associations 

that can be called their ‘personality.’ It can be useful to think of 

our personality as we develop different communications. There 

are three different aspects to the work we do that lead to three 

different personality types.  

When we think about and plan for the future we are:

Visionaries

When we define clear goals and get things done to a consistently 

high standard, we are:

Makers

When we reflect and collaborate with others to generate ideas and 

solutions we are:

Connectors 
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Brand Hierarchy
A visual organization system for Metro Vancouver’s  

parent brand and its services

Consistent Logo
Consistently used logo across all communications

Layout
Consistent layout and typography through all  

Metro Vancouver products 

Brand Recognition
Standardized visual language increases  
recognition across our services

+

Brand Strategy
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Our brand is what  
people think of when  
they hear or see the  
name Metro Vancouver. 

Consistent use of our brand elements reinforces  

Metro Vancouver’s visual identity and builds awareness of our 

organization. Recognizing our visual identity across the many 

aspects of our work helps residents make connections between 

our services. This understanding furthers our goal to protect 

and strengthen our livable region.

Products that are being designed for public use or 

communications must go through the External Relations 

Department approval process. Through this process, we will 

identify what design support is needed to ensure the visual 

identity for your project is being developed correctly.

Brand 
Guidelines
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pre-2004

2005

2011

2021

2009

2017

Our Logo’s Evolution
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Our logo is composed of three elements:

The first version of our current logo was created in 2005 when we were the 

Greater Vancouver Regional District. Since then, it has undergone a number 

of revisions. 

The primary element of our branding is the wordmark. Our wordmark 

provides a simple, yet strong, visual symbol of our organization. It can be 

easily reversed and stands out in a cluttered visual environment. 

The symbol depicts the land, air and water we work so hard to protect and 

enhance and reflects the corporate colours. 

Anatomy of Our Logo

SYMBOL

WORDMARK

TAGLINE

LOCKED LOGO

Our Logo’s Evolution
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Our Taglines

Primary tagline (corporate):

“ Services and solutions for a livable region”

We adopted ‘services and solutions for a livable region’ in 2017 as a way  

to summarize what it is we provide to the region.

This tagline works well at a corporate level to quickly communicate  

what we do to other levels of government.

Secondary tagline (public):

“ Together we make our region strong”

In 2020 we added a secondary tagline ‘together we make our region 

strong’. This tagline is designed to complement public communications 

about our work. When it appears in context with information about Metro 

Vancouver activities it highlights the ethic of collaboration and the goal of 

resilience that are the foundations of all our work.

“Together we make our region strong” (TWMORS) is the core idea and 

primary message, “Together” and “Strong” form the essence, “Strength” 

being our primary objective (the take-home message).
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The ‘services and solutions’ lockup is used for corporate products 

and inter-governmental communications.

The primary logo is the wordmark that carries the  

Metro Vancouver brand across all of our products.

Depending on the context the TWMORS lockup or badge  

is applied to most public-facing materials. 

Developing branded material will nearly always involve our design 

team. In cases where a logo needs to be used without design 

team input the wordmark logo should be used.

Logo files and guidelines can be found here.

Logo Usage
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Typography

Metro Vancouver uses four core fonts that it uses consistently. 

Avenir 

Avenir is the primary font for the organization and  

designed materials use this font.

Calibri 

Calibri is the  default font for Word documents and  

is used for corporate letters and reports.

Arial 

Arial is used for the powerpoint template.

Nunito 

Nunito is a google font and is used on our website.

There are other fonts used within the Metro Vancouve brand ecosystem. 

Campaigns and promotions may use different fonts as required and there 

are legacy fonts that will be updated as signs or materials are replaced.

Font decisions are always made in consultation with  

the Design team.
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Corporate level colour palette 
Metro Vancouver has a corporate palette that is based on the primary 

symbol’s colours of white, blue and green. 

Our Colours

CMYK 87-58-6-0 

MV CORPORATE BLUE

CMYK 42-18-3-0 

MV LT BLUE

CMYK 87-58-6-20 

MV MID BLUE

CMYK 75-4-100-0 

MV PARKS GREEN

CMYK 87-58-6-40 

MV DARK BLUE REVERSE

Service level corporate palette 
Each of our service areas has an associated palette colour.  

This set of colours, is “hue restricted” and is only used for  

identifying a specific service area. 

The extended palette, shades that are slightly darker or slightly lighter,  

is considered “open use” as a secondary palette. 

Neutral Grey

20% 30% 40% 50% 65%

Housing WaterAir QualityRegional 
Parks

Regional
Planning

Electoral 
Area A

Labour 
Relations

Regional 
Governance

Solid Waste Liquid WasteIndigenous
Relations

Mid

Dark

Screen

CYANGRN COBALTRED SLATE SEPIAORG YEL BLUETEALOLV

Light 

MV Extended Palette: Open use

MV Core Palette: Hue Restricted to Service ID
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The photos we choose reflect the diversity of our services and 

should reflect the dynamic, forward looking and vital characteristics  

of our organization.

As a general rule we avoid using stock photography. By stock 

photography we mean staged shots that are used to illustrate general 

concepts such as ‘people working together’ or ‘enthusiasm.’

Photographs used in our publications and presentations should be 

authentic and depict our services, our employees and our infrastructure.

Choose high-resolution photos that are well composed and professional 

but always choose authentic content over generic stock shots.

Whenever possible photographs should be labeled with the location 

and facility, including the indigenous name if available. There may be 

times when additional detail will provide important information and 

should be included.

Photography

təmtəmíxʷtən/Belcarra Regional Park
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Don’t
Use generic photography that is 

too posed or trendy in tone.

Do
Use strong photos that illustrate our services or employees.
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Tone of Voice
Tone of voice isn’t what we say but how we 
say it. It’s the language we use, the way  
we construct sentences, the sound of our 
words and the personality we communicate.
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Metro Vancouver communicates across a wide range of mediums from 

social media posts to management plans. Each medium has its own unique 

demands and the tone of voice changes to fit. 

Our tone of voice is inspired by our values, personality and brand essence. 

We speak with one tone of voice but may dial up and dial down certain 

attributes given the conversation and audience. 

Key aspects of our organization are consistently reflected in the tone  

of our communications.

We are:

Clear – we define clear goals and get things done to a  

consistently high standard.

Factual – we are an evidence-based organization that 

strives to be as accurate and informed as possible.

Optimistic – we believe that we can find solutions to the  

challenges facing us as a region.

Inclusive – we believe collaboration makes us stronger 

and makes our decisions better.
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Brand Themes  
and Visual Hierarchy

Neutral Brand theme
At the Corporate level our visual identity is our wordmark.  

This can be accompanied by the brand coloured line underneath.

For reports, the wordmark will be on the front cover and the single  

lockup logo on the back cover.
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If you have questions or comments about Caring for the Air,  

please contact us at AQinfo@metrovancouver.org or 604-432-6200.

Electronic copies of this and previous editions of Caring for the Air can be found on metrovancouver.org

Metro Vancouver is a federation of 21 municipalities, one electoral area and one treaty First Nation that 
collaboratively plans for and delivers regional-scale services. Its core services are drinking water, wastewater 
treatment and solid waste management. Metro Vancouver also regulates air quality, plans for urban growth, 
manages a regional parks system, and provides affordable housing. The regional district is governed by a  

Board of Directors of elected officials from each local authority.

Report front cover Report back cover

Signage
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Service level theme
Sub-branding of our services is a way to reflect the diversity of 

our work while maintaining consistency with the corporate brand. 

Application of this sub-brand depends on the circumstances but  

will show up in publications such as management plans.  

The decision to sub-brand a particular product will be made on a 

case-by-case basis and is decided as part of the External Relations 

Department approval process.

Brand Themes  
and Visual Hierarchy
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Online Lantern-making 
Workshop  
Wed, Nov 2, 2022   
7 – 8 pm

In-Park Lantern  
Night Walk  
Fri, Nov 4, 2022   
6 – 9 pm

Surrey

Light up  
    the Night

Join us for a two-part program: an online workshop to 
make a lantern and then bring your lantern to the in-park 
night walk.

Celebrate and light up the night with your loved ones 
on a special 1.5 km lantern-lit trail. Meander through this 
peaceful salmon rainforest while watching for ‘magical’ 
animal lanterns. This small intimate experience will give you 
time to reflect and take in the beauty of nature at night.

All ages  
$20 per household  
(maximum 6 people)

Registration required  
- Activity Code 6321

Online: metrovancouveronline.org  
Call: 604-432-6359 

NAME OF WATER MAIN: Vancouver Heights Section

School

Community Centre

Shopping Street

Park

24 hour eastbound traffic only

24 hour full road closures

Single-lane alternating traffic

Ford Rd

H
ar

ris
 R

d

PITT MEADOWS

Project Timeline

Late-2020s – Late-2030s2021 – 2026

Construction and  
Commissioning

2017 – 2021

Project Definition Design

Project Overview
Metro Vancouver is proposing to increase its 
capacity to withdraw water from Coquitlam Lake, 
the largest of the three drinking water sources, 
through the construction of the Coquitlam Lake 
Water Supply Project. Planning is currently underway 
for determining the scope of work and design of a 
new water intake, a water supply tunnel, and water 
treatment facilities. Construction is expected to begin 
in the late‑2020s, with completion targeted for  
the late‑2030s.

Coquitlam Lake has served as a water source since 
the late 1890s. Today, it supplies about 370 million 
litres of water per day, or about one‑third of the  
total drinking water demand of the region’s  
2.7 million residents.

Working with the community
Metro Vancouver is committed to minimizing 
construction impacts, working with the community to 
listen to concerns and interests and ensure they are 
considered as construction progresses.

The project team will:

•  Connect with residents along the water main route 
to advise them of upcoming construction activities

•  Provide a dedicated Community Liaison to address 
any public concerns

•  Work closely with the City of Burnaby, residents, 
businesses, and other community partners to 
identify and mitigate construction impacts early in 
the process

Douglas Road  
Water Main Project − 
Vancouver Heights Section

Contact Us
Information Centre:  
604-432-6200 (Monday to Friday from 8 am to 4:30 pm)

icentre@metrovancouver.org (Please include ‘Douglas 
Road Water Main’ in the subject line)

Metro Vancouver will provide advance notification of  
upcoming construction activities.

To receive regular project updates by email,  
please sign up by visiting metrovancouver.org  
and search “Douglas Road Water Main.”

Typical Hours of Work 
Monday - Friday  7 AM – 8 PM  
Saturdays 9 AM – 8 PM

Metro Vancouver is a federation of 21 municipalities, one electoral area and one treaty First Nation that collaboratively plans for and delivers regional-scale services. Its core services are drinking water, wastewater treatment and solid waste 

management. Metro Vancouver also regulates air quality, plans for urban growth, manages a regional parks system and provides affordable housing. The regional district is governed by a Board of Directors of elected officials from each local authority.

Program Poster

Signage

Social Media Post
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Campaigns
Metro Vancouver is heavily invested in behaviour change campaigns.

In order to meet corporate objectives such as reducing waste or 

preventing sewer backups we develop campaigns that encourage our 

residents to shift their behaviour.

These campaigns promote simple actions like not flushing wipes, or 

focusing on experiences instead of buying things at Christmas and use 

a wide range of creative approaches to create effective messaging.

Behaviour change campaigns use a variety of different creative styles 

and do not necessarily follow the brand’s visual structure but they 

always include the Metro Vancouver wordmark.

Most of the time the wordmark is located in the upper left corner of 

the campaign creative. This is the preferred position and should always 

be the first choice for logo placement. Alternative logo placement 

decisions should be made in consultation with the Design team.

Brand Themes  
and Visual Hierarchy
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PLACE IMAGE HERE
Social Media Ads - FB Vertical Template

1080 x 1920
Naming format: 

Docket-Campaign-ImageName-SM Type-Dimensions.png
18-001-Grease-Emoji-Surprise-TW-1080x1080.png

Paperless
gift-wrapping 
ideas that

aren’t tear-able

Get inspired at  

creatememoriesnotgarbage.ca
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Contact Us
For design questions, please contact: MV-Design@metrovancouver.org
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